POWER FOR AMERICA
UMAP TRAINING

The Utility Military Assistance Program: Michigan Gas Boot Camp (UMAP-MI) and the UWUA Power for America Training Trust Fund Utility Military Assistance Program (UMAP) are openly recruiting current National Guard members and Honorably Discharged post 9/11 military veterans for our 2017 Gas Boot Camp training programs.

The programs are designed to provide the requisite skills and knowledge an individual will need for a successful career within the gas utility sector.

The Michigan UMAP Gas Boot Camp will provide a four-month program which includes three weeks of training followed by a three-month paid internship with Consumers Energy.

Contact Jon Harmon with questions by emailing jharmon@power4america.org or by calling 517.224.8072

The Chicago UMAP will provide an intensive seven-month training program which will include a one-month paid internship and mentorship with experienced journey-level gas utility workers. Classes are for credit and will be taught through the Dawson Technical College, part of the Chicago Community College system.

Contact Ray Tischina with questions by emailing p4aumap@gmail.com or by calling 312.226.1553
GAS LINES CONSTRUCTION FUSER

Under directive supervision, acts as a laborer to assist in construction and restoration after the construction of gas facilities.

DUTIES
- Operate all types of restoration/backfilling equipment such as tractors with front end loaders, blade, rakes, retariller and other equipment associated with restoration/backfilling activities.
- Connect plastic pipe, fuse pipe, assemble all types of mechanical joints.

QUALIFICATIONS
- Must have all of the qualifications of a Gas Lines Construction Laborer, and at least three months experience as Gas Lines Construction Laborer or equivalent.
- Must maintain gas operator qualifications and certifications as required by their job duties.
- Must be able to advance through certification training as required by their job duties.

PAY RANGE
- $21.01-$30.16 hourly

GAS LINES CONSTRUCTION LABORER

Under directive supervision, acts as a laborer to assist in the construction of gas facilities.

DUTIES
- Operate hand power driven tools (shovels, rakes, drills, etc.)
- Transport and assist in the loading and unloading of all types of equipment such as earth boring and digging machines, backfilling equipment and other related equipment.
- Load, unload and transport construction materials.
- Perform minor maintenance to vehicles and equipment.
- Hand excavate underground facilities.
- Perform Site Restoration after construction.

QUALIFICATIONS
- Must successfully pass an orientation as determined by the Join Gas Operations Certification Committee.
- Must be able to obtain and maintain a valid commercial driver license with applicable endorsements.
- Must maintain and maintain gas operator qualifications and must be able to advance through certification training as required by their job duties.

PAY RANGE
- $21.01-$30.16 hourly

UTILITY WORKER

Under directive supervision, acts as a laborer to provide a variety of general maintenance and grounds duties.

DUTIES
- Work in customer service relations
- Set and test appliance regulators
- Install and service gas meters
- Perform first responder tasks, including awareness
- Distribute main work and replacement

QUALIFICATIONS
- Union scale for classification to begin
- Dollar for dollar matching 401 K pension plan
- Competitive Union wage (collective bargaining increases and classification raises)
- Protected worked conditions
- Benefits include, Medical / Dental / Eye-care
- Major holiday vacations (includes Veterans Day)

PAY RANGE
- $25.00-$30.00 hourly